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Fairfield Mirror

Classroom Building Planned
"Twin" To Canisius A Reality
By GiGi Byron
The University's Board of Trustees
announced last week that $1.25 million has been set aside for renovations and construction on campus.
The bulk of the money will go to
building a new faculty officeclassroom building to be situated on
the hill next to Canisius. The remainder of the money will be used to
renovate Bellarmine Hall so that it
will accomodate administrative offices.
Most Jesuits now residing in Bellarmine will be moved to Ignatius
House, down by the pond.
Once the new building is completed, and administrators are in Bellarmine, faculty will be moved out of
Campion and Regis and placed in the
new building and Canisius.
This announcement came after
the Board of Trustees learned that
the University had completed another financially successful year,
with a moderate operating surplus of
$279,477.
The $1.25 million figure was
reached by utilizing operating surpluses the University has accumulated over the past three years.
Construction of the new faculty office and classroom building that is
being studied by the board, would
provide adequate space for facultystudent counseling, a need specified
in the university's self-study plan
completed two years ago, board
chairman L. William Miles said. The
new building to the left of Canisius
will share a circular green and be
designed in a compatible profile architectural style.
The board allocated $100,000 to
finance preliminary architectural
designing and a plan for construction
of the new building, and for conversion of Bellarmine Hall to administrative office use. The renovation of

Bellarmine would preserve the landmark building's distinctive Tudor
architecture, according to the study
plan.
' Chairman Miles declared that
"bringing classroom and faculty office space to an optimum level that
matches our enrollment was a goal
outlined in our self-study plan that we
are now seeking to realize." He said
that further financial data relative to
funding potential will be gathered to
assist the board in future decision
making.
The enhancements to the University will be made for the existing student body size, not to accomodate
more students.
Also at the trustees meeting, President Aloysius Kelly noted that the
quality of student enrollment in Fairfield's undergraduate college has advanced. Of the fall entering class of
708 students he said more than 60
per cent had ranked in the top onefifth of their high school classes
academically, "the highest qualified
freshman class in the university's
history". Fairfield's current full-time
undergraduate enrollment is 2,775
students.
Father Kelly noted the university

has sought to level off its full-time
undergraduate enrollment in spite of
the increase in applications. But, he
said, enrollment is still somewhat
higher than anticipated due to a low
attrition rate. "Our students are staying with us."
The board of trustees report noted
that the undergraduate School of
Nursing in a few years has attracted
vastly more numbers than it can
accommodate in its four year baccalaureate program. The university's
continuing education experienced an
11 per cent growth in enrollment during fiscal 1979. Overall there were
4,704 students enrolled in credit programs, the report noted, as well as
1,703 in non-credit programs.
A final action of the board at the
meeting was to elect three new
trustees to the board. Appointed to
three year terms of office were Dr.
Patrick Carolan Jr. an orthopedic
surgeon and graduate of Fairfield,
Class of '59, Thomas E. McKinney,
President of Sheridan Broadcasting
Association and Mutual Black Network, a graduate of Fairfield in 1972,
and Rev. Gerald R. Rippon SJ, Director of Admissions at REgis High
School. New York Citv.
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Young Dems Organize Amidst Quarreling
By Claudia M. Napp
A controversy has broken out on
Campus as two separate groups attempt to organize student members
of the Democratic party. Both factions started out together on Monday, September 28, to reorganize the
Young Democrats' Club that disbanded in 1976. The two groups disagreed in idealogy: on the one side"
cooperation with the Connecticut
State Young Democrats was stressed, and on the other priority was
given to working within the student
body and in conjunction with other
colleges in Connecticut (Yale University and Connecticut College).
"It soon became apparent to us
that we would be unable to function

properly in the same organization,"
stated Patrick McCabe a Senior Politics major. The results of this split in
party affiliation are the resurrection

Richard Marano
President Of Young Dems
(Photo by Helen Dillon)

of the Fairfield University Young
September 28 caused a wall to build
Democratic Association, and the
between the two groups, forcing
creation of the Fairfield University Inthem to go their separate ways: "We
dependent Democrats (which Mc^
would like to stimulate political inCabe is a member of). The reasons
terest within the student body here at
for the break up of the party into two
the university by enabling every stu-.
separate organizations are not all
dent to follow his own political ideals
that clear, but seem to revolve
and convictions in whatever manner
around the 'Draft Ted' Kennedy
chooses," stated Richard Marano, a
movement. Since the initial split in
Sophomore recently elected presithe group occurred, there is another
dent of the Young Democrats. Mabranch of democrats on the scene.
rano went on to explain; "We wish to
This group which plans to work from
be affiliated with the Young Demowithin the Young Democrats is also
crats of Connecticut. As a result we
pro-Kennedy. They do not as of yet
have to work within stricter limits
have a title, so the Mirror will refer to. • than the Independent Democrats.
them as Faction III,
We have a State approved constituMembers of both organizations
tion to contend with. Basically the Inwere interviewed separately and askdependent Democrats only want to
ed why they felt the meeting on
support Sen. Edward Kennedy for
President; our primary interest cannot be drafting Kennedy. If he should
decide to run, then that is a different
story."
"The reason for our split was that
we do not feel we should be dictated
to by the State Young Democrats,"
another 202 cases which involved
commented Patrick McCabe, presinon-disciplinary action.
dent of the Independent Young
Democrats. "We are working for
Krell explained that the board may
Sen. Edward Kennedy's election to
not make the final decision because
the Presidential office in 1980. The
the university Board of Trustees
Independent Democrats have conhave entrusted only Dean Schimpf
tacts with Yale University and their
with the power of disciplinary action.
Draft Kennedy Movement. In Yale's
However, Kress said that the board
prior dealings with the State, they
was an excellent opportunity for all
have found them to be of no real help
the students to be treated fairly and
and so we have decided it is better to
justly.
work without them."
Klim, who is also Chief Justice of
Bryan Norwood a senior Politics
the Student Court, which handles
major and the vice president of the
less severe cases, said that being on
Independent Young Democrats,
the Judiciary Board allows a student
sighted the problem as the following:
to get the practical experience of
"We formed our club because of the
following rules and procedures and
persistent interference of the State
making judgements on each indiviYoung Democrats into the internal
dual case. He added that it also built
character by trying to make objec- workings of the Fairfield Young
tive decisions involving people he
Democrats. The State organization is
headed by Mr. Donald DeVeny. Our
knows. However, Klim says that desoriginal intention was to revitalize the
pite the board's importance, it is not
Young Democratic Club here, and
playing as vital role in the university
use the organization as a nucleus of
as it could. "Education of the
support for Sen. Kennedy.
students to the Judiciary Procedure
"However, a group of sophomores
is lacking here. Many students will
tried to sabotage our efforts. In their
take there cases to Dean Krell just to
attempt they went to the State Orget them over and done with in a
ganization, who came to the first offishort time," said Klim.

cial meeting of the Young Democrats. At that time it was apparent to
me that Mr. DeVeny would not allow
the Young Democrats to organize
itself in a democratic fashion. He told
us what dues we should pay, what
constitution to use, and how we
should vote for officers. Quite frankly, he was a dictator."
Faction III, which is under the direction of sophomore delegate to the
Young Democrats Dennis Cronin, is
a splinter of his club that is promoting Sen. Kennedy too. This new
group is seen by Norwood as a further ploy to agitate the Independent
Young Democrats.

Judiciary Board Appoints
Three Student Members
By Ken Vaughn
Three seniors have been chosen
to serve on the Fairfield University
Judiciary Board, according to Dean
Henry Krell, Associate Dean of Student Services.
The three students, David Klim,
Steve Chessare and alternate
Denise Dzurec, will serve on the
board until their graduation. The
students were nominated for the
positions by Fairfield University Student Association (FUSA) President
Jim Connolly and approved by Dean
William Schimpf, Vice-President in
charge of Student Services.
The Judiciary Board is a sixmember board that recommends disciplinary action to Dean Schimpf
after considering cases involving
university students who have
created a misconduct that could
result in dismissal from the school,
suspension or disciplinary probation.
Krell said that when he is notified of
any such misconduct, he finds out
exactly what has happened, and then
proceeds to find the alleged student.
The student may then choose to

either have the hearing before the
Judiciary Board or Dean Krell in
private. The hearing is then held
before the board if the alleged student wishes, and a decision is reached after considering all the evidence.
A student may appeal the decision of
the board within 15 days if new evidence is discovered or the board has
improperly conducted the hearing.
Besides the students, other members of the board include Krell;
Chariman Paul Marchelli, a Financial
Aid officer; Fr. Victor Leeber, Chairman of the Modern Language
Department; and administrative
representative Willian Reid. Krell and
Marchelli do not have a vote on the
board.
While the board offers opportunities for a fair hearing, Krell said
that most students choose to have
the hearing held with him privately.
"Students probably do this to avoid
the hassle," said Krell, who added
that while the Judiciary Board heard
12 cases involving 13 people over
the 1978-79 academic year, Krell
himself heard 117 cases involving
162 students, and consulted on

When asked why he was not working with the .Independent Young
Democrats, Cronin answered, "As
far as the other Draft Kennedy movement is concerned, I had not been
contacted until tonight. (Monday,
Oct. 8) by them. Bryan Norwood and
Mike asked me if I would work with
them and I said 'no.' Without waiting
for an explanation they insulted me
and walked out.
Norwood was later contacted by'
the paper and asked why he had felt
it necessary to insult Cronin. The reply was, "I didn't know that calling him
'illogical' and refusing t<5 talk to him
any further was an insult?"
McCabe was also asked to comment on his vice president's behavior, and his feelings about the third
faction.
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Close-Up; The Papal Visit
Editor's Note: The Fairfield University
Glee Club, under the direction of Paul
LaMedica, was accorded the privilege
of singing for Pope John Paul II at a
Midday Prayer Service at Shea Stadium last Wednesday, October 3. Mr.
LaMedica, who also serves as choral
director for St. Agnes' Cathedral in
Rockville Centre, Long Island, was invited by the Archdiocese"of New York

we crossed the parking lot, headed
for our warm-up room in the Jet's
Locker Room.
The scene in the Locker Room
was hectic what with approximately
500 people representing the Dioceses of Brooklyn, Bridgeport, Patterson, Stamford, and Passaic, as
well as the Archdioceses of New
York and Newark milling excitedly

At 12:15 we were informed that
our group, along with the other musical groups, were to line the Pope's
route through the infield. We were
then instructed to proceed out
through a gate behind homeplate
and head for centerfield where seating for 1200 people had been set up
in front of the dais. The Pope's route
through the Stadium was to pass be-

Pope John Paul II speaks to the crowd at Shea Stadium. To his right is his excellency, Francis J. Maguvero,
D.D. Bishop of Brooklyn.
(Thomas Landy Photo)
hind these seats; we were given
about. The musical program called
to send his musical group from the
standing room just beyond second
for a presentation by each group of
Cathedral to represent the diocese ol
base between the seating and the
both sacred and secular music in a
Rockville Centre at the program at
Pope's route.
performance designed to last at
Shea. The Glee Club was invited by
I was fortunate enough to be one
least the four hours before the arrival
Mr. LaMedica to participate in the proof the first people allowed down onto
of the Pope.
gam and were thus billed as the St.
the field because I had been standWhen our turn was finally announAgnes Cathedral mens'choir. The foling next to the gate through which
ced, we were led from the Locker
lowing is an account of that excursion
wer were to pass. Along with Paul
Room out to the field and were
written by John Smith, a senior
Tusch and Jim Lowe, both sophogreeted by a torrential downpour.
member of the Glee Club and Staff
more members of the Glee Club and
Almost instantaneously, suits,
Writer for. the Mirror.
two members of the Molloy College
dresses, shoes, choir robes, and
By John J. Smith
Women's Chorale. I was escorted by
music books were ruined. Making
We arrived at the Press Gate at
two policemen out to the field. The
our way across the soggy infield we
Shea Stadium at 9:00 a.m. Our Glee
rain still continued to come down
found our place just to the right of
Club, along with about fifteen memnonstop; this time, however, I was
centerfield where a dais had been
bers of the Women's Chorale of
armed with an umbrella that I had
erected for the occasion. Even in the
Molloy College in Rockville Centre
bought from a vendor for $5.00.
pouring rain, the group was able to
had been driven to the stadium out
We were all so pre-occupied watpull off a superb, if not gallant, perfrom Long Island as part of a motorching our steps through the ankleformance, and the audience recade that included three buses holddeep mud that no one noticed that
sponded with special enthusiasm to
ing our Glee Club, the Molloy
our escort, instead of leading us to
our rendition of "America the
Chorale, and the boys' choir from St.
where were supposed to go, mistakBeautiful".
Agnes Cathedral. A police escort had
enly directed us to the platformed
Since we were finished with our
been placed at our disposal and their
seating. Moments later we found ourpart of the program at 10:30, we still
presence lent an air of urgency to
selves at the base of the dais upon
had at least two hours to kill before
the already incredulous situation.
which Pope John Paul II would be
the scheduled arrival of Pope John
The air was already full of everystanding in less than twenty minutes.
Paul. Most of this time was spent drything else. The day had dawned very
We could see the rest of the group
ing off in the galleries immediately
misty and overcast and the first
standing about fifty yards off. Figurabove the field level seats. Although
drops of rain began falling even as
ing that we had better get to where
the rain continued falling in buckets
we were supposed to be, we began
and
turning
the
infield
into
nothing
IT'S DOWN THE HILL
making our way across the platform.
thicker than quicksand, people still
We got as far as ten feet when it was
arrived by the thousands to take
announced that the Secret Service
places in the stands in hopes of bewould not let anyone else either on or
ing a part of this brief encounter with
off the platform and those already on
this leader of the world's 700 million
the platform would be requested to
Catholics.

*o* GOOD
SANDWICHES

Gold's

THE
DELICATESSEN
PEOPLE

873 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD
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take seats immediately. Confused
and bewildered by the circumstances that had brought us this far, we
did as we were requested and took
the nearest available seats. However, bewilderment melted away into
excited anticipation as we discovered that our seats wewre fifth row
center, about ten feet back from the
dais. All this while, the rain had continued to beat down upon us but finally it began tapering off and soon
stopped altogether although the sky
remained overcast.
It was then that the Papal motorcade arrived. The crowds in the
stands were brought to their feet and
waves of adulation and applause engulfed Pope John Paul II as he made
his way across the field and on up to
the dais. Suddenly, as if on a prearranged signal, the clouds parted
and sunlight came streaming down
upon the crowd of 80,000. The
cheers and the applause grew deafening; indeed, Cecille B. DeMille
could not have orchestrated this incredible scene any better.
"You have prepared a special
weather!", declared the Pontiff. The
Pope went on and greeted each diocese in the greater New York area,
extolling special greetings to the
diocese of Brooklyn, the seat of his
friend, the Bishop of Brooklyn, Francis J. Maguvero. The Pope walked
freely about the dais, waving greetings to the crowd. He could not have
been any farther than twenty feet
from us at any given time during the
service.
The Pope brought a message of
faith and love: "Make this desire in
your heart: if you love peace, you will
love humanity without distinction of
race, color, or creed."
Being a very human person, Pope
John Paul made human mistakes in
his English pronunciations. When
describing his impressions of New
York City, the Pope referred to
skyscrapers as "skyscrappers" and
then, realizing his mistake, laughed,
along with the rest of the audience,
at himself.

The Pope brought a special message to city dwellers: "A large concentration of peoples in a small area
makes for unique problems. I stress
the need for co-operation among
everyone so that all can live in harmony with dignity. A city needs a soul
if it is to become a true home; You
people must give it this soul. This is
done by loving each other and making this love the hallmark of your
lives."
' 'Jesus Christ will help you to bring
this about. Keep Jesus Christ in your
heart so you will want to help all of
your brothers and sisters in their
needs."
After extending greetings and special messages in Spanish, Italian,
German, French and Polish, the
Pope sang "Sto Lat" ("May You Live
a Hundred Years") with the audience. Then after bestowing an Apostolic blessing upon the audience.
Pope John Paul boarded the "Popemobile" for a tour "around the
stadium before leaving, bound for
Philadelphia.
As quickly as the experience happened, it was over. The crowd on the
platform began to disperse and I was
able to rejoin our group.
We left the stadium a short while
later, headed back to the buses in
the parking lot. I took with me the
memory of someone who could be
both a dynamic, powerful leader and
a genuinely human person at the
same time, of someone able to provide moral leadership to the millions
wh'o so desperately needed it.
And so New York bid good-bye to
the man that symbolized all that was
good in human nature. The sun continued to shine down upon the crowd
and soiled clothes and muddy shoes
began drying soon enough. The
mood of the crowd was exuberant as
everyone moved off and left to get
home. It was approximately 2:30 in
the afternoon. A steady breeze soon
picked up momentum and clouds
once again moved in across the sky
from the east.
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The Pope, with Bishop Maguvero of Brooklyn and Terrence Cardinal
Cooke of New York leaves Shea Stadium aboard the "Popemobile".
(Thomas Landy Photo)
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Fresh Fruits &
Vegetables
Fresh Made Apple Cider
1900 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield

EARN *5.33/Hr
For Any 18 Hours

75 OPENINGS
WORK IN YOUR TOWN
CAR HELPFUL

„ Call655-6778

Today For Interview

SPECIAL FOR
F.U. STUDENTS

ATARCUDI's
ITALIAN RESTAURANT
$

L00 OFF ANY PIZZA WITH STUDENT /.D.
500 DOMESTIC BEER

Fairfield
Nutrition Center
FALL SPECIAL
10% OFF ON S0LGAR, NATURES PLUS
AND SYNERGY VITAMINS
MULTI VITAMIN CARBONATED SODA POP
NATURAL FLAVORS

GRAPE • ROOT BEER • LEMON LIME • ORANGE
WE CARRY FROZEN AND REFRIGERATED FOODS.
WHOLE GRAIN BREAD, GRANOLA-GRAINS, NUTS,
DRIED FRUITS, COSMETICS, FRESH GROUND
PEANUT BUTTER, BULK HONEY.

ORDERS ARE NOW BEING TAKEN FOR
HOLIDAY TURKEY
FREE OF ALL ADDITIVES

SPAGHETTI & RAVIOLI DINNER *1.75
MONDAY TO SATURDAY 9 to 6...SUNDAYS 10 to 4

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY SPECIALS
1305 POST ROAD, WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT

266-0022

2505 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE
FAIRFIELD, CONN.
374-7300
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Campus Notes
UPCOMING EVENTS
Today, Friday, October 12: Movie:
"Bringing Up Baby",—great screwball comedy with Cary Grant and
Katherine Hepburn. In Gonzaga
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Admission is
tree.

in the Gym. It will be a hair curling
experience that you don't want to
miss.

Saturday, October 20: Dance the
night away with B. Willie Smith in
the Main Dining Room and McCarSaturday, October 13: Parent's Day thy Richards in the Oak Room.
(see Campus Notes). Soccer at BYOB; mixers provided. Cost of the
Home versus Central Conn, at 11:00. weekend package: $21.00. Spanish
Dinner in the Faculty Dining Room.
Sunday, October 14: The International Relations Club presents a Rus- Tuesday, October 23: Movie:
sian Speaker on Salt II in Gonzaga "waiting for Godot" in Gonzaga
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Auditorium at 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, October 16: Field Hockey Wednesday, October 24: The Office
at Home versus Central Conn, at of Special Events presents Albert
Markov, Violinist. Presented as part
3:30 p.m.
of the Evenings of Music Series. In
Wednesday, October 17: The Bel- the Oak Room at 8:00 p.m. Nominal
larmine Lecture Series presents admission at the door. Women's Ten"The Dead Sea Scrolls and the New nis at Home vs. Albertus Magnus at
Testament After Thirty Years", by 3:00 p.m.
the Rev. Joseph A. Fitzmyer, S.J. In
the Campus Center Oak Room at Thursday, October 25: League of
8:00 p.m.; admission free. Women's Women Voters "Candidate Night" in
tennis at home versus Wesleyan at the Oak Room at 8:00 p.m. Movie:
"Rabid" in Gonzaga Auditorium at
3:00.
7:30 p.m.
Thursday, October 18: Movie: "Oh
God", starring John Denver and Friday, October 26: UMOJA disco
George Burns. In Gonzaga Auditor- night in the Oak Room from 9-1 a.m.
ium at 7:30 p.m. Admission $1.00.
Saturday, October 27: Movie:
Friday, October 19: Harvest "Rabid" in Gonzaga Auditorium at
weekend begins with Steve For- 7:30 p.m.
bert co-headlining with Ian Hunter
Law School Bound?
Are you currently a senior either
looking into the prospect of, or already applying to Law School? If you
are, Dr. Alan Katz of the Politics
department will be holding a meeting
for all law-school bound seniors. The
meeting will be held next Wednesday, October 17 at 3:30 p.m. in the

Nursing Auditorium.
■ Applications to Law school, information regarding LSAT's, Law
School interviews,and other pertinent topics will be discussed.
A representative from the Wester
New England School of Law will be
on campus on Thursday, October 18
from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. For more in-

formation, contact Dr. Katz in the
Politics Department.
Cash Management Program
Corporate cash management will
be the subject of a five-day residency
course to be offered at Fairfield in
October. The course, the 'New' Cash
Management will be geared to cash
managers and financial executives in
general, and bank sales, operations,
systems and marketing personnel.
The 'New' Cash Management will
be the first course conducted at the
newly completed Center for Financial Studies on the University campus. Housing will be available at the
center or at nearby motor inns. The
center is a cooperative venture of
the National Association of Mutual
Savings Banks and the University.
The course will be a comprehensive study of corporate cash management, dealing with facets of the
field ranging from improving control
over cash flows and using commercially available date bases and
systems to improving the yield on
short term investments and understanding the Federal Reserve
system.
The 'New' Cash Management will
be held from October 15 to 19, beginning with a reception and orientation
at 7:30 p.m. on Sunday, October 14.
For details, call the Division of
Continuing Education at Fairfield at
255-5411, ext. 2537.

Chorale, and a series of athletic,
cultural, and departmental activities
throughout the day, closing with a
Mass and a reception for, all. A
modest fee of seven dollars per pecson will help cover part of the cost of
all this and will entitle everyone to
attend all of the events that day.
In order to accomodate the Parent's Day Buffet luncheon, regular
dining room hours will be rearranged
on that day. For those with visiting
parents, lunch will be served in the
Main Dining Room and the Oak
Room. For those whose parents will
be unabla to attend, brunch will be
served in Berchman's cafeteria between '11:00 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
Truman Scholarship Competition
The Harry S. Truman Scholarship
Foundation is once again announcing competition for the. Harry S.
Truman Scholarship. Any Fairfield
University student who is a sophomore, has a 3.0 grade point average
or better, and who is a United States
citizen taking an undergraduate field
of study that will permit admission to
a graduate program leading to a
career in government is eligible.

Please contact faculty representative John Orman of the Politics
Department in Canisius 33 or at
255-2571, if you wish to be considered for nomination to the
Scholarship. Only, one person from
Connecticut can be nominated from
Fairfield University for the- Truman
Scholarship and-one person from
another state may be nominated
from Fairfield University.
The Trman Scholarship pays a
maximum of $5000 per year up to
four years.

SPECIAL EVENTS
CALENDAR
Wednesday, October 15: The BeIlarmine Lecture Series of distinguished Jesuit scholars presents:
"The Dead Sea Scrolls and the New
Testament after Thirty Years".
Presented by Rev. Joseph A. Fitzmffer, S.J., professor of the New
Testament at Catholic University of
American, in the Oak Room at 8:00
p.m.

Parent's Day
Saturday, October 13 has been
designated Parent's Day, 1979. As
one of the University's regular
Autumn events, a large turnout is expected; invitation and reservation
forms have already been sent out to
all parents.
The schedule of events for
Parent's Day includes registration
from mid-morning until noon, buffet
luncheon, a concert given by the
Men's Glee Club and the Women's

IMPORTANT
NOTICE
THE BOOKSTORE WILL
BEGIN RETURNING ALL
UNSOLD BOOKS TO THE
PUBLISHERS ON OCT. 15.
PLEASE PURCHASE ANY

DISCOUNT PRICES
KEG BEER
Discount Wines 1/5,1.5L, 3L, 4L
Gordon's Vodka Qt..... .'4.99 King William Scotch Qt. .'6.88
Clavert Gin Qt.
'5.64 Heaven Hill Bourbon Qt..'5.75
Imperial Qt
'5.97
1872 POST ROAD EAST
WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT

HAPPY HOUR DAILY
FROM 4 P.M. — 7 P.M
Drinks .75 & 1.00
Beer .60
backgammon played
in the Cub Room

NEEDED BOOKS BEFORE
THAT DATE

ft AFAR I

13

an advt+ttio'e in
eating 6- dnH&*tf

SHOPWELL PLAZA (U.S. 1), POST ROAD
WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT 227-5521
NORWALK-WESTPORT LINE
(Opposite Pepperidge Famrs)

-Eaflg_4_.
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Editorials
The crises at Fairfield Beach is rapidly drawing to a head. The non-student residents have
used a full scale media campaign against the
students which include not only the local Fairfield Citizen but also The New York Times. The
student residents are trying to solve the problems through open discussion via a resident
association.
Where is this.all leading?
At present/there is a definite lack of accepting social obligations on the part of the students. The non-student residents do have a
right not to be abused in their neighborhood by
parties that run till four AM.
There is also a great problem in that the nonstudent residents are no longer acting rationally. Their statements in the various papers
shows this clearly.
A far greater problem exists than either of
the two just mentioned. It must be remedied
before any other steps can be taken. If not, all

residents of Fairfield Beach can only expect
a year full of distrust, law suits, and general
antagonism.
That problem is where to put the blame for
the current state of affairs.
Is it really necessary to blame any group in
particular? We think not.
What is necessary is that all parties concerned agree that there are problems (which
they do), and that all parties constuctively
attempt to change the status quo for the
mutual benefit of all.
The ideas expressed by the leaders of the
student beach residents association go a long
way in this direction. They must be commended for their action.
Let us put aside all misconceptions and prejudices for the moment.
Would it not be better to solve the problems rather than continue to argue the question, "Who is at fault?"

Ot^
Cheers

Cocked Eye
On The World

Silence. Finally: "Yes, that was a big disapBy Ed Dew
Buenos Aires. A dictatorship by any other pointment. I was an enthusiastic peronista. I
name would smell a little sweeter, no? They even voted for him again when he.came back
why are the Argentines so worked up and right- to die. But his only concern was to give the peoeous in their confrontation with the United ple a sense of dignity. And this he did by lowerlowering
States over their excessive violations of human ing standards, not raising them
rights? That's the question I struggled with as I productivity, not raising it. In the old days,
prowled the streets of this beautiful and very when you wanted to learn skills like mine (he
did fancy grillwork — like the gate to his conEuropean city.
I got one insight as I paused outside a "con- ventillo), you paid a master to be his apprentice.
ventillo" that I had seen the previous day on But under Peron, you were paid to study. Well,
Avenido Presidente Uriburu. I had been search- once the State got involved, you can imagine
ing for the oft-moved (and-purged!) Depart- what happened to the standards."
My unshaven, working-class artisan was a
ment of Sociology of the University of Buenos
Aires when I came upon this place. It was William Buckley in disguise. But he was coming
worth a trip back wiith my camera, for it typified at me from all directions. "Argentina has fanthe hidden poverty of Buenos Aires. (A "con- tastic resourses," he sighed. "But nobody
•ventillo," or little convent, is the local euphem- wants to work to exploit them. In fact, the
ism for a tenement — the only difference bet- foreigners who fear our competition, the local
ween them is that "conventillos" have a cen- businessmen who are their agents here, and
tral patio.) Usually, they're sealed offf from the the governments from Peron on up to the gente
world by solid doors, but this one had a pic- decente have all conspired to keep us from
turesque wrought iron gate, through which you developing them." But how did you manage to
create such a beautiful city and cosmopolitan
could see the balconies, clothes lines, etc.
There was an unshaven old bruiser lounging culture? "It's all speculation. Everybody's robin the doorway whom I asked tentatively if he bing everybody else and living off the labor of
minded by taking a picture. He frowned and the poor."
What about the government, I asked, Are
moved as if to bar the way. "Borges himself used to come around here with the same desire," they as corrupt as everybody else? He paused
he boasted menacingly, "and I threw him out." a moment. "Maybe not. Maybe not. But they're
"Jose Luis Borges?" I asked, "the famous not doing anything to really solve our problems.
writer?" "Yes," he answered. "He used to Yeah, they've reduced umemployment dramathang around the bars in the neighborhood, to ically. But with 100% inflation every year, it
hear our stories." OK, OK I know Borges is only means that more people are playing the
almost totally blind and all, but it was plausible game of speculation. No, it's no good." He mojust the same. This wasn't too far from one of tioned as if to pickup up a cobblestone from the
the main buildings of the university, in a fairly sidewalk to throw it. You mean violence, I askfashionable area, the kind of area in which ed (perceptive as ever). "Of course. Last night
two bombs went off, one of them not far from
you'd find your Borgeses.
"Well," I went "I wanted to get a picture of a - here. That is part of our life," he shrugged.
Can the United State do anything to help? "I
conventillo for my students. How many families
lived here?" "Too many," he said casually. like the human rights of your President Carter,"
"You my teacher?" "Yes, I teach about. Latin he smiled. "But where is it to lead to? Return to
America and am for the first time here in Ar- civilian rule? Venal chaos in place of brutal
gentina to see for myself." Pressing my advan- order?"
By the way, I got my photo of his conventillo.
tage, I asked why nothing was done about conBut all the way home, I noticed place after
ditions like this.
"Ha!" He took me for a fool, it seemed. "But place on the sidewalks through town where
this place is older than Peron," I insisted. cobblestones were missing.

Cheers to: to the "Lone Limer" who, whether
day or night, marks the sports playing fields
with lines in order that the game can be played
. . .have you ever tried to play football with no
boundary lines?...to the organizers of a
beach residents association... all you guys
need now is for Jane Fonda to join your
cause. . to the new sound system in the StagHer Inn. . now all you need is some cassette
tapes
to the organization which closely resembles its parent organization... the Young
Dems, or is it. . to the opening of the Campus
deli. . special thanks are in order to Charlie
"Sam Drucker" Sose
to the lack of false
fire alarms this semester
I never thought
that one solid night of sleep could be so
good....

Boos
Boos to: to whoever "borrows" the Youth Involvement Council's car on long weekends. .
that's grand larceny if you get caught ya'know
. . .to the lack of lights from the Campus Center to Fareast last week. . . what, do you have a
vested interest in a Rape Crises Center?. . to
First Selectman John Sullivan for his decisive
action with the beach problems. . are you
sure you are not in the Young Dems?. . to the
apparent lack of an 'indian summer' this
year. . to the university for attempting to cut
cost by turning the dormatories into giant
refrigerators . October 15 as a long time
without a blanket ..to the women's tennis
team for continuing to monopolize the outdoor
tennis courts. . .with that precident set we
might as well turn over the keys of the Rec
Center to the varsity coaches....

The Making Of A Frosh
Continued From Page 5
have otherwise never spoken to. Even if I would
have spoken to them, it wouldn't be about relevant stuff like depreciation expense and adjusting entries. As long as someone carries the
same book as you, it's okay to get to know
them.
Feelings of inadequacy sometime set in. I
guess it's only natural, because it seems as
though I'm the only person in the whole school
who doesn't own an alligator shirt..! get the
1' RL

•

urge sometimes to buy one of those creepy,
rubber alligators, and pin it on my shirt.
Fairfield is really a pleasant place. The people are more than happy to help you out when
you need it. It's the type of place you can feel
comfortable in, and grow to love. There are, of
course, a few things around here that could
stand a little change, (like the scheme of the
paths system), but that's ture of any institution.
So come on all you fellow freshman; let's all
make our mark on the Fairfield scene.

>
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Opinion & Comment
To Shuttle Or Not To Shuttle...Any Question?
By John Smith
Late on afternoon not long ago, I got on
board the Campus Shuttle bound for the beach
and home. Nothing unusual about that; it had
been a trying day, I was tired and hungry and I
had to be back on campus in an hour and a half
for a meeting. I figured that I had enough time
to get home, grab a quick bite to eat and be
back on campus with enough time to spare. My
expectations turned into chagrin and annoyance however, when I discovered that the
bus I was on was bound for Julie Hall instead of
my desired destination. But by exercising some
amount of control, I bore out this slight inconvenience and hoped that my schedule
would not be set back too far. When we got
back to the Campus Center, I was dismayed to
find that the driver, instead of picking up what
last commuters, bound for the beach, were left
on campus so late in the afternoon, shut the
bus down and headed inside the building. Fifteen impatient minutes later, he returned. We
took to the roads again and I almost threw a 'fit
when the bus turned and headed for North Benson Rd. "Where", I asked myself, "could we be
heading THIS time?" I soon found myself bumping and scraping over the back roads of Fairfield, Ct.; This, I found out later, was the infamous Dill Rd. route. Finally, after a trip back
to the Campus Center, and another trip up to
Julie Hall, the shuttle headed for the beach. I
finally^got off the bus in front of the Nautilus approximately fifty minutes after I had first gotten

on. I realize that I could have avoided both the
trip to Julie Hall and the Dill Rd. route by
waiting at the Campus Center but the driver
told me that he was heading for the beach
when I got on. However, by the time I got home
this did not matter any more. When I walked in
my front door, I noticed that I now had just ten
minutes to be back up on campus for my meeting.
I do not intend here to blaspheme either the
good name of the campus shuttle or the people
who run it; everyone knows that it provides an
invaluable service to the University. I would like
to offer some constructive criticism and make
a few suggestions as regards the policies that
dictate the operation of the shuttle
One of the biggest problems I see affecting
the efficiency of the shuttle is its scheduling. In
the mornings, beach students are faced with
the prospect of catching the bus as it passes
through on an "approximated schedule". In effect, this means that the bus will arrive at the
appointed time—give or take anywhere from
five to ten minutes. In the afternoon, the same
students are faced with the entirely different
prospect of going through a tour of the town
before heading down to the beach. Although
the Dill Rd. route is necessary for Off Campus
Boarders, could it not be separated from the
regular beach run at least during the late afternoon, if not for the entire day?
There are certain runs that the shuttle1
makes on weekends and late at night that can
be eliminated for lack of riders to those places

at those times. Again I am referring to Dill Rd.
and to Julie Hall. Perhaps these runs could also
be separated from the regular beach runs, and
thus provide greater service to all three areas
individually, as opposed to the relative inconvenience imposed by the present schedule.
The Campus Shuttle is doing an excellent job
in light of such difficulties as vandalism and the
energy crisis. It is also to be commended for

expanding its program so as to serve the
greatest number of people in the University
community. But its true worth can only be
measured in terms of its effectiveness as
regards scheduling and customer service; to
see the shuttle become obsolete because of
such reasons would be a pity, if not an outright
crime.

Dissident Seeks Solution
By Claudia M. Napp
Last week Alexander Ginsberg came to
speak here not as a man with an answer, but
rather one with a message. He paid the students of our university a compliment, and in effect called us to task with these very same
words. Mr. Ginsberg said that we as a unit have
the strength to fight off oppression. This statement scared me, for it made me realize that he
might be wrong and thus, his praise falsely
placed.
Mr. Ginsberg did not at any point in his lecture say that he had a concrete solution to curbing the Soviet Union's power. What he said
was that we had to reanalyze our relations with
the Soviets and evaluate the situation in terms
of whether or not we are truly helping the Russian people. In Mr. Ginsberg's eyes, the United
States (although with Good intentions) is
hindering the Russian people, by aiding their (?)
government. He sighted the example that when
we sell wheat to the Soviets it does not see its
way to the Russian people. Mr. Ginsberg detailed that we should possibly stop selling the Russian Government grain, thus weakening them
in this manner. As an American I too have often
wondered why we sell grain to the Russian's
without being sure of where it ends up, besides
the fact that we give them a bargain in the process. Mr. Ginsberg sighted the fact that Russian trade for the United States constitutes 1 %
of our exportation while it is in excess of 40%
of their importation. He also spoke of his home
in Vermont and how within a three mile radius
of his home there are three U.S. electronics
plants whose main stockholders are the Soviet
Union. These points were meant as food for
thought not as direct answers. The solution, he
feels, must come from us.
A few people in the audience misconstrued
Mr. Ginsberg's message on increasing our
strength. Immediately people felt that he was

calling for an escalation in military armaments:
strength equals military might. Whatever happened to strength of spirit? Mr. Ginsberg explained that he had been misunderstood and
that what he meant by the strength is power
transmitted by people taking a stand together.
This notion of unity unfortunately seems to be
quite foreign to our present state of mind; we
have been spiritually apathetic as a people. Mr.
Ginsberg said that he had admired the youth of
America's strength during the Vietnam war.
The protests proved that the youth would not
sit idly by while the government told them how
to live their lives. The Peace Movement was an
energizing force throughout our nation, this
was truly strength in action. People united for a
common good.
During Mr. Ginsberg's speech, I looked
around the Oak Room and began to feel afraid.
Not because this man was talking of his fellow
Russian's plight, but I was wondering where my
peers were at this moment. As I gazed at the
crowd, I estimated that possibly 200 out of my
2,800 fellow students had come to hear this
man speak. I remembered conversations I had
had with people, or ones I'd overheard, from
•the moment we first learned that Alexander
Ginsberg, the Russian Dissident would be on
campus. My friends and aquaintences had
reacted in various ways to the news. . . many
of the responses frightened me by their prejudice, but even more by the general lack of
knowledge about the world. The discussions
prior to this event ranged from those who
assumed he was a "Commi", to those who asked, "What's a dissident?" When told who
Ginsberg is and why it is necessary to have
such people of import speak at the university,
many felt the subject would "bore" them. This
is where my main fear lies, how can one be
bored by situations that we as future taxpayers
and adult citizens of the U.S. will be affected
by.

Vote...It's Your Duty
By Ken Vaughn
Last week the Fairfield Registrar of Voters
came on campus to register students to vote.
During their two hour stay, I did not see a lot of
students at her table. Somehow, I do not think
that a lot of people bothered to register.
National statistics show that less than 50
-percent of the young voters are registered.
There are probably many reasons for this:
Watergate and Carter's performance have
made people lose faith in the system; people
feel that there one vote does not make any difference; and others feel that there is no difference between the candidates.
If anything, during these times of governmental problems, people should be helping
decide what direction the country should take.
This can be done by voting. The young voters
will be our future leaders; they should be taking
an interest now by voting. If the people con-

Alexander Ginsberg and translator commenting on state of religion in U.S.S.R.
I admit to being an idealistic person, but feel
that it is not asking too much of my fellow
students to think a little more about our future.
We will one day directly or indirectly be making
the very decisions Mr. Ginsberg asked us to
begin to formulate in our minds. I am not condemning my peers for "partying", because I

too enjoy going out. What I am saying is, to coin
an old cliche, 'there is a time and place for
everything'. The place to be in my mind last
Wednesday night was the Oak Room or the
Campus Center lobby. So why were so many
found at the Stag-Her's "crazy hat" night?

The Making Of A Fronft

By Helen Markos
tinue not to turn out to vote, there exists a
greater chance that a dangerous person backThings have changed and if you're a
ed by a small constituency may be elected to
:freshman you know exactly what I mean. You
office.
Just as our government owes us the respon- start discovering new people and new outlets
sibility of serving us, we owe them the respon- in your life, and primarily, you learn how to adsibility of judging their performances. If we just, to cope and to become part of the college
think they did a poor job in office, we remove scene, more specifically, the Fairfield scene.
At Orientation you're hitwith a dictionary for
them in favor of others who may be able to
serve the people better. If we approve of their freshmen and most of us studied it
job, then we return them to office. To not vote hard—things like "preppie", "the Date",
"the Naut"!!? What
can mean that a person is fed up with the "wicked", "theNaut"
system, but it can also mean that a person is is the aura around that place anyway? One
satisfied to the point where he feels there is no night, like a good freshman, I decided to find
need for him to vote. Therefore, it is difficult to out. I walked in and to my surprise (dismay) I
found out that there is no mystique—just
interpret what the non-voter wants.
While not everybody cannot be heavily in- cheap beer. The next day in school, though, I
volved in politics, to vote in an election at least told my friends, "Oh, you have to go to the
lets the government know what you think of it. Naut; what a place!" I carried on the Nautilus
It may not always change immediately, but it name like a regular Fairfielder, and I wouldn't
be surprised if I continued to frequent the Naut
won't change at all if no one votes.

faithfully—it's part of the expereice!
I've set up regular hours in the Stagger anc
the Mezzanine. When you're a commuter those
two places are an integral part of your life. You
join the so-called Stag-her crowd. Sitting alone
at a table—whether you're asleep or studying
or just hangin'—is okay. I say that because in
high school you didn't sit alone in thecafeteria,
because you would be sneered at:
Aside from the socializing in the Stag-her, is
school itself. I've already learned that English
majors wear horned-rim glasses and use words
like "Bombasticate" (?), and that the biology
majors are always talking about lab practicals,
and that business majors, (especially the
'freshman), are trudging desperately through
"Principles". I've also noticed that you get to
know the others in your class a lot better when
test time rolls around. With only three tests,
I've grown closer to a bunch of people I would
Contmea Page 4
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Couple?
15. What was the name of the Indian
Tribe that the officers dealt with
F Troop?
16. What was the name of the
"Fugitive"?
17. In the cartoon Johnny Quest,
who was Johnny's Indian friend?
18. Who played Eddie in the Courtship of Eddie's Father?
19. How did Julias husband die in
Julia?
20. Who played the two paramedics
in Emergency?
21. Who played Hoss in Bonanza?
22. Who was the Immortal?
23. What was the name of the

TRIVIA QUIZ
1. Who was the star of Longstreet?
2. Who played Carlos the playboy
in the Flying Nun?
3. Who was Underdog's girlfriend?
4. What was Kunte Kinte's slave
name in Roots?
5. What was the name of Marcus
Welby's receptionist?
6. What was Maxwell Smarts agent
number in Get Smart?
7. What was the name of Gumby's
horse?

8. Who played Candy in Here
Come The Brides?
9. What was the name of Murray's
wife in Mary Tyler Moore Show?
10. Who played the sergeant in the
Gomer Pyle Show?
11. Who played Sam in Casablance?
12. Who was Fred Flintstone's
boss?
13. What was the name of the
banker in The Beverly Hillbillies?
14. Who played Gloria in the Odd

The answers to last weeks trivia
teaser are as follows:
Gidget's real name was Francine
Lawrence.
She got her nickname because it is a
combination of Girl & Midget.

This weeks challenge is as follows
(free beer for the first person with the
correct answer):
In the television show The Millionaire, what was the name of the Millionaire and although he was never
seen whose voice was used for the
Millionaire? What was the name ot
the personal secretary that delivered
the checks? Also, what was the one
stipulation that the secretary made
upon presenting the check?

UFO Landing In Quad
By Conrad D. Sirois
Everyone who went home this
weekend missed the event of the
year. No, it wasn't the LSAT's that
were held, but it was something of
equal significance to the world. A
UFO landed right here in our own
quad. Yes, Fairfield University was
the sight of the first official extraterrestial visit to Earth, last Friday night.
As with most major happenings, a
number of rumors have arisen concerning the landing. We would like to
take this opportunity to clear up a
few of them. First of all, the aliens did
not 'zap' two students who ran at
them with water buckets changing,
"Let's get Regis, Let's get Regis."
The students were as the aliens
themselves explained, "altered in
their time-space orientation."
Security is now investigating the
whereabout of the missing students
and expect to have the case solved
very soon. Good luck guys.
Secondly, the aliens did not attend
the rum party-in the faculty dining
room. Although several 'little green
men' were sighted there, it is believed that they were the result of some
of the heavier drinkers at the party.
Another story with no real basis is
that the aliens ship was as big as the
mother ship in "Close Encounters".

MIKE'S
PIZZA
1560 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD
"Try Mikes Super Pizza
Or Turn Over Pizza"

FREE DELIVERY
8 to 11 P.M.
$10.00 Minimum

OPEN 11 to 11
255-2292

As one eyewitness said, "It looked
alot like Macke's veal parmegian. It
was round and red, with little green
splotches all over the bottom of it."
Several comments on the landing
were made by university officials,
although the official statements are
being withheld until the arrival of a
U.N. investigation team.
FUSA president, Jim Connolly,
was quoted as saying, "I think I can
spare a few moments of my very precious time for the aliens* All they
have to do is call FUSA and make an
appointment to see me."
Upon learning that the aliens, after
asking to be taken to our leader,
were brought to a keg in Loyola, Fr.
Kelley was furious. He was later
overhead saying, "Second place to a
keg. I get no respect. No respect at
all." Reportedly he will authorize an
investigation to find out the names of

the students who brought the visitors
to the keg. It is not know what disciplinary measures, if any, will be taken against the students when they
are found, but rumors that Fairfield
will see its first hangings have been
going around campus.
In response to the question, "Do
you think t-he aliens chose Fairfield
University, because it is a place of
'higher' learning?", university officials would offer only, "No comment."
Unfortunately, the aliens' visit was
short. They left Sunday afternoon,
taking with them the best wishes of
Earth, as well as, two girls from Campion. In their parting statement they
said that they will "encourage a
Draft Ted Kennedy campaign on our
home planet" in addition to returning
at some time in the future for the
"secret of Terran brew."
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Will Speak To

Student Discounts &
Instant Passports

30. Who was the star of James at
15?
31. Who plays Dano in the series
Hawaii Five-O?
32. Who played the father in the
Donna Reed Show?
33. Who was the star of Medical
Center?
34. Who was the star of the Sixth
Sense?
35. What is the name of the host of
Wild Kingdom and also who
assists him in all expeditions?
36. Name the Chipmunks?
37. What group recorded the song
"HEY, HEY WE'RE THE
MONKEES"?

Dear Sven,
I never considered myself a religious person, but lately Sundaes
have become very sacred to me —
any kind, Hot Fudge, Strawberry. . .
My jewelry consists of candy necklaces and Ring-Dings. All I get is
Snickers from behind me when I
leave a room. Sven, help me quickly
while I can still get out of the room to
mail this.
'
Signed,
Full of Bologna

Dear Sven,
I score "Hopeless" in every
Cosmo quiz I take, and have seen my
picture more than once in the
"Glamour-don'ts" section of the
magazine. Salesgirls cry when I
come their department and the
Salvation Army hands me back my
hand-me-downs. How can I get myself together?
Clothes-Minded

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

29.

This Weeks
Trivia Challenge

The Truth
About Gidget
And Moondoggy's real name in the
show was Jefferson Mathews III.
Once again there were no winners, if.
you think that you have the answer to
this week's question, contact Sharyn
Broadbin box 195.

character that Bill Bixby played
in My Favorite Martian? Also
what was thee name of the
newspaper that he worked for?
Who was the woman killed in the
shower in the movie Psycho?
Who played Rudi Jordache in
Rich Man Poor Man?
Who played the father in The
Smith Family?
Who played Luke McCoy in the
show The Real McCoys?
What was the name of Rhoda's
husband in the show Rhoda and
what was his name in real life?
Who played Chip Douglas in the
show My Three Sons?

At
Loyola Hall, Room 110

Dear Chubbs,
What I like is a question that has
some meat to it — no matter what
the steaks are. This will be as easy
as pie for me to answer. You sound
like a peach of a kid and I eclair that
this problem must be driving you bananas. I'm sure you're a sweet girl,
honey, and I know this might be hard
to digest, but maybe it's all in your
head, (or around your waist) There's
plenty to think about besides food,
and frankly I think you should relish
the thought and catsup on your exercise. Trust me, sugar, I'm not pudding you on.
Sven

Dear Hopeless,
I know who you are. I see you all
over this campus. You are behind the
times, girl. You're the kind of person
who shows up at a punk rock party in
a Toga! Your Candies do not go with
your overalls.and only your hairdresser knows for sure—what a fool
she's making of you. You will never
get it together, but that's you all over.
Give up and face the fact that you're
a loser, loser.
Sven
Sven wants to hear of your harvest
heart throbs contact me through box
1582.
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FAIRFIELD CLEANERS
AND TAILORS
10% STUDENT/FACULTY DISCOUNT

DRAPERY CLEANING

NO CHARGE FOR MINOR MENDING
HOURS OF TOIL fl
1580 POST ROAD
Around Corner From Train Station
Mon-Fri 7a.m.-6p.m.
Sat 7 a.m.-5 p.m.
255-1068
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AL'S PLACE
FEATURING:

HAPPY HOUR
MONDA Y thru FRIDA Y 4:00P.M. to 6:30 P.M.
MON NIGHT

Heineken Night 9 -11PM
90- Bottle Regular $1.25
TUES NIGHT
Pitcher Night 6 - 12PM
Pitcher Draft Beer $2.00 Reg $3.00
WED NIGHT
Pauli Girl Night 9-11 P.M.
90- Bottle Reg $1.25
THURS NIGHT.. Ladies Night 8:30 - 11:30PM
Ladies Drink For Half Price
SAT NIGHT
"Two For One" 10 -11 PM
Two Drinks For The Price Of One
SUN NIGHT....... Mug Night 8 - 10PM
3 Mugs Of Draft Beer $1.00
Dining Room Available FREE For Meetings & Small
Get-To-Gethers. Pool Table & Pin Ball For Your Amusement.

PRESENT THIS AD WEEK OF 10/11 -10/17
With FUID And Get
A FREE MUG OF DRAFT BEER

1795 POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD
(Corner Mill Plain And Post Road)
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A Glimpse Of The Pope
By Kathy Zutell
What better excuse to cut classes
for a day than a chance to see The
Pope? And so, Tuesday morning my
fellow Pope hunters and I headed for
New York, armed with binoculars,
cameras, and N.Y. Daily News
itineraries of the Papal Visit.
We wound up on First Avenue with
thousands of other eager fans, huddled against the police barricades,
straining to see the beginning of His

motorcade. There it was! But it was
going so fast! Oh no—FLASH —it
was gone. "Did you see him? Did you
see him?" "I saw him! I saw his
arm!" "Me too! When's he coming
back this way?" "An hour! He's just
going to the Vatican Observer for
lunch!" "Great!"
And the second time —. "Here it
comes — I can see the motorcycles.
And the camera trucks. There he is!
There he is!"
Two hours later. "He should be

Trivia Answers
JAMES FRANCISCUS
ALEJANDRO REY
SWEET POLLY PUREBREAD
TOBY
CONSUELO
86
POKY
BRIDGETTE HANLEY
MARIE
FRANK SUTTON
DOOLEY WILSON
MR. SLATE
MR. DRYSDALE
JANICE HANSEN
HEKAWI
DR. RICHARD KIMBLE
HADJI
BRANDON CRUZ
HE DIED IN A HELICOPTER
CRASH IN VIET NAM
20. KEVIN TIGUE & RANDOLPH
MANTOOTH
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

21. DAN BLOCKER
22. CHRISTOPHER GEORGE
23. TIM O'HARA, THE LOS
ANGELAS TIMES
24. JANET LEIGH
25. PETER STRAUSS
26. HENRY FONDA
27. RICHARD CRENNA
28. JOE GERAD & HIS NAME WAS
DAVID GROH
29. STANLEY LIVINGSTON
30. LANCE KERWIN
31. JAMES MCARTHUR IS THE
ANSWER —ALOHA
32. CARL BETZ
33. CHAD EVERETT
34. GARY COLLINS
35. MARLIN PERKINS AND JIM
FOWLER
36. ALVIN THEODORE AND SIMON
37. GUESS

BEST WISHES
FATHER KELLY *
FOR A
SUCCESSFUL
PRESIDENCY
PAID FOR BY LOYOLA III
THE PROGRESSIVE FLOOR
Jooooooooooo

SPECIAL
STUDENT
DISCOUNT
always at...
NATHAN JEWELERS

passing here any minute if he left the
U.N. at 4:30." "Just like him, always
late." "Here they come!" "He's
standing up this time, waving!" "He
looks good, doesn't he?" "He looks
great! Let's head for St. Patrick's!"
The fourth time. "I thought the
Mass was supposed to end at 5:30."
"It was. He'll be out soon." "I think
he's coming out the other door; all
the people around the corner are yelling Let's walk down aways." "There
he is! He came out the side door!
He's walking along outside the
church!" "HI! HI JOHN PAUL!
HELLO! WE LOVE YOU! HI!"
Well that was it. It was worth it.
Pope John Paul probably wouldn't
have missed us, but we would have
missed him. On the way home I
brought a pin-on button proclaiming,
"I Got A Peek At The Pope."

An Elightened Analogy
By Thomas Edison
Some students are like spotlights,
illuminating the room—
with their presence;
others are like 100 watt light bulbs,
extremely efficient in their ways;
still others—
are similar to fluorescent lights,
require a—
little extra effort to reach their
potential,
while others are flickering —
fluorescent lights;
struggling to realize their
possibilities.
Finally, we have the last category
of students,
the ones who have—
given up all effort to produce,
and who have in effect—burnt out!
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FOOD and DRINK

I

Fairfleld's Finest Restaurant
"Dining at Dogwoods is an eclectic experience" N.Y.*Times

A MENU AND TIME
SCHEDULE
SUITED TO YOUR NEEDS
YOUR HOSTS:
Jim Cimina Class Of 71
Frank Rupp Class Of '73
Jim Tatta Class Of 75
Debbie Zack Class Of 79
Parti Swantek Class Of 78
John McCarthy Class Of '83

N&IHAN
JEWELERS

UtL Mi.-"

Charles Morace Class Of 74
Tom Devine Class Of 78
Ray Kelly Class Of 75
Kim Kelly Class Of 78
Brian McPadden Class Of 74
Jim Downey Still Attending

Proper Attire Required
Lunch and Dinner—7 Days A Week

255-2683

2070 Post Road
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Arts & Entertainment
GEMINI CELEBRATES 1000th!
Gemini, a Broadway production
which will soon be celebrating its one
thousandth performance, is a serious comedy written by Albert Innaurato in the early 1970"s. As the
curtain rises in the Little Theatre, the
members of the audience become

later, turmoil and confusion erupt on
the stage. Two of Francis' closest
friends from school, a brother and
sister of a traditional WASP upbringing, come unexpectedly to celebrate
his birthday. They throw his entire life
into an.uncontrollable panic. The au-

dience soon learns that the sister
Judith is in love with Francis and that
he in turn is in love with her brother
Randy. The stage is set and the
chaos is further heightened by the
appearance of the neighbors, who
can only be described as incredibly
wacky.
Gemini, however, cannot be classified strictly as a comedy. There is
an overwhelming sense of frustration
and desperation which premeates
the drama, although it is never acknowledged or recognized by the
characters, leaving the audience
uneasy and tense. This uncertainty is
further created by the characterization, which depicts nothing more
than stereotypic portrayals of various ethnic groups who act within the
expected modes of their behavior. It
almost seems as though the whole
world can be divided into either
WASPs or Italians. This substantially
detracts form the work's validity.
The setting of Gemini is superb
and transfers the audience skillfully
to the ghetto neighborhood of South
Philadelphia. The actors, especially
Dennis Baily and Frank Biancamano,
also contribute greatly to create this
atmosphere and leave the audience
convinced of the authenticity of the
production. If just for this, the play is
well worth the trip.
Carmela Stincone

an integral part of a predominantly
Italian ghetto neighborhood in South
Philadelphis. It is here that they are
introduced to the Geminiani family.
To start Francis, a twenty-one year
old scholarship student at Harvard,
sticks his head out the window of his
tenement bedroom. He screams at
the passing garbage trucks whose incessant noises have awakened him
once more. He and his father live
alone in their small apartment since
Francis' mother left them many
years ago, searching for a more
peaceful ..existence. Only moments

LSAT
and
GMAT
Amfty
Review Seminars
15 student average class size
Team teaching technique
Convenient weekend classes
EXCLUSIVE MATH REFRESHER

800-922-4635

SURFSIDE
LIVES!

Wayne Knight center end Dennis Bailey right in the Broadway comedy
hit "Gemini".
(Max Eisen Photo)

S/ihtiy Amy & Navy Store
LARGE SELECTION OF SWEATERS
MANY STYLES AND COLORS
DISCOUNT PRICES
Westport Open Thursday till 8P.M.

■

Bridgeport Friday till 8P.M

^,1439 POST RD EAST, WESTPORT
:'T',\ 255-6066. Opp Westport Bowling Lanes

855 E. Main St.
Bn d e p 0 rt
3 £ 43 4 5

ESPECIALLY

THURSDAY
NIGHTS
50C 12 oz. MILLER BOTTLE
9 to 11
FRIDAY NIGHT

MIKE BEAUDOIN
9:30 to 1:30

SATURDAY & SUNDAY

UNCLE CHICK
9:30 to 1:30 SATURDAY
to 11:00 SUNDAY

OPEN 7 to 1 MONDAY - THURSDAY
OPEN TILL 2AM FRIDAY & SATURDAY

SOUTH PINE CREEK ROAD

Precision At A Discount.

Barrel

IIIIII

Miff/

FAIRFIELD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC WINES
1434 POST ROAD. FAIRFIELD. CONNECTICUT 06430

CARIBAYA RUM so° u & DK
LIQ BARREL AMARETT0 42°

$4.99 ot

$9.251:751.
$3.95 KQL

LIQ BARREL Peppermint Schnapps 42°. $3.95 % qt.
SETTLERS CREEK CHABLIS
$5.99 4 LTR
SETTLERS CREEK BURG, ROSE
$5.79 4 LTR
DON'T FORGET!

(For students only.)
Come by for a special student discount card. It's
good for a whole year, and entitles you to 10% off
any Command Performance service. Including our
precision haircut.
Precision haircutting is our technique for cutting
the hair in harmony with the way it grows. So as it
grows it doesn't lose its shape. Your haircut will
look as good after five days as it does after five
minutes.
A precision haircut with shampoo and blow-dry.
costs just fourteen dollars for guys or gals, less
10% of course. We also offer permanent .waves,
coloring, frosting and conditioning. No appointment needed, just come in.
Take advantage of our offer, it's precisely what
you need.

Command Performance
1979 First International Services Corp

MIXED CASE DICOUNTS (SameSizeLlquorOrWIne)
PURCHASES OF $60 OR MORE - 10% OFF (LiquorOrWIne)

FREE DELIVERY DAILY - CALL BEFORE 6 - 259-1764
PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE SALES TAX

2001 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE
NEXT TO BIG BOY
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY OPEN 9AM to 6PM
THURSDAY & FRIDAY 9AM to 6 PM

366-1719
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Dissident Appears At Fairfield
By Eileen Bergln & Elisa Loprete
In relfection of the growing trend
of Russian dissidence, Newsweek
magazine recently quoted a resident
of Moscow as commenting, "They
(the defectors) had everything they
could want. They were famous. They
had a nice apartment. They were loved by everyone. Why would they do
this?" In reply to this perplexity concerning the cause of defection, one
has only to consider the righteous
objections of the defectors to such
cumbersome restrictions as strong
government intervention in their careers and daily lives, the thwarting of
their occupational liberty, and stringent taxes on their comparatively
small salaries.
Fairfield University was granted
the privilege of hearing first hand of
the traumatic suffering which befalls
all dissidents, by one such heroic
man. Alexander Ginsberg, Soviet defector, lectured in the Campus
Center Oak room, Wednesday, October 3rd. His appearance was made
possible through the generosity of
the People's Forum of People's Savings Bank. Attendance was overwhelming, to such an extent that
closed-circuit viewing was provided
in the lobby area, in order to accommodate the overflow.
Due to the prestige attached to
Mr. Ginsberg's visit, a press conference was held prior to his lecture.
Participating, were various members
of local radio stations and newspapers, including this esteemed journal. The prominent dissident speaks
no English, so the services of his
translator were required both at the
press conference and at the Forum.

Alexander Ginzburg speaks to capacity crowd in Oakroom, Oct. 3,1979
and the Russian people. Ginsberg
typifies his homeland by stating, "I
have come from a country where no
human rights exist. Not a single Russian family exists today without a
relative who has been either repressed or oppressed, killed not because
they did something wrong but
because it was necessary."
When asked what Americans can
do to further understanding and
alleviate the sufferings of the Russian people, Ginsberg petitioned:
"(We) should strengthen our own
country. In doing so we will help Russian—not the Soviet Union or the

TRIDENT RECORDS
► LARGE SELECTION OF HEAD GEAR IN j
• LOW PRICES ON RECORDS & TAPES ;
> OVER '1500" USED RECORDS PRICED
FROM $1 to $3
:

II

JOIN OUR RECORD CLUB
BUY 10 GET ONE FREE!!!
57 UNQUOWA RD
FAIRFIELD
ZOD-iOOO
(Near Community Theater)

HOURS
Mon-Sat
10-6

Soviet Regime, but the Russian people." Only at such time as the
American nation can rise above the
threat of Russian supremacy will we
be able to aid the populace of
Russia.
It must be noted that there was an
evident communication gap present
during the lecture, operating on two
levels. There was the obvious difficulty in a loss of meaning through
translator interpretation. Also, many
in the audience mistook Ginsberg for
a political theorist when in reality he
is a romantic humanist with a passion for his homeland. Again,

Questions proposed by the media
ranged from the defection, to international relations, to Mr. Ginsberg's
health.
Mr. Ginsberg's appearance at
Fairfield was part of his current lecture-tour of the United States. The
purpose of the tour, according to the
recent defector, is to promulgate a
mutual understanding between
Americans and the Russian people.
Mr. Ginsberg is gearing his talks
towards the youth of our nation as he
feels that the university population
has the strength to act as a political
catalyst. He bases this argument on
the powerful student influence concerning the Vietnam War controversy.
The formal title of Wednesday's
lecture was "The Status of Religion
in the U.S.S.R." However, Mr.
Ginsberg alluded briefly to this topic.
He concentrated instead on his own
personal experiences which include
heinous persecution by the Russian
Regime, due to his publication of
(Colin Kelleher Photo) Anti-Soviet literature. This led to arrests and his subsequent incarceraGinsberg's quest is for peaceable- tion in a concentration camp. Ultiand mutual understanding between
mately, Alexander Ginsberg was
the citizens of Russia and ourselves.
released from the camp along with
Fairfield University returned the
four other prisoners, in exchange for
honor of Alexander Ginsberg's visit
the liberation of two Soviet spys who
to its campus. President Kelly issued
were being held in America.
to Mr. Ginsberg the first Bellarmine
Ginsberg's story is exemplary of
Medal of Honor in note of his out- the extreme cruelty and horror that
standing efforts on behalf of human" .exist in Russia at the hands of the
rights. Mr. Ginsberg is indeed a true
Soviet government. As Ginsberg
humanitarian, who places acute emstated, "The most frightening tales
phasis on the power of God's in- (concerning the concentrati.on
tervention, "All of my aspirations, my
camps) are ture." Using this as a
ideas have ended with a happy en- springboard, he goes on to asset his
ding. The situation in the world is not
belief in the need for mutual underhopeless." His proof: "I am here
standing between the Western world

From Uncle Bill To "DA"
By John J. Smith
Every onGe in a while, there
comes along one of those entertainment experiences that stirs up mixed
reactions of nostalgia and sadness,
laughter and sympathy. "Da",-Hugh
Leonard's magical memory play, currently playing on 3roadway at the
Morosco Theatre, is such an experience. "Da", starring Brian Keith
in the title role, with David Leary and
Sylvia O'Brien, found its appeal on a
uniquely innovative plat that interposes both the past and present to
create a sequence of action that
finds force through memory recall
technique. The play is well-acted and
hugh Leonard's brilliantly homespun
characters are done sufficient justice in their protrayal by a cast that is
eminently well-qualified.
The story centers around Da, a
God-fearing old Irish laborer, and his
family. Brian Keith has been cast appropriately in this largely enthnic role
as a strangely paradoxical charac-

ter. On the one hand, Da is fearinstilling paterfamilias who rules his
household with an iron fist. On the
other hand, Da is the stereotypical
servant, deferent to all those outside
the family whom he considers his
social superior.
All of the action takes place in the
kitchen of Da's house and, later on,
in places remembered. The time is
May 1968 and, later on, other times
remembered. All of the action revolves around the continual dialogue
between Da and his son Charlie,
played by David Leary. Charlie is the
only child of Da and his wife, played
by Sylvia O'Brien. Charlie could
never understand the reasoning
behind his father's existence; how
Da could be so stern a father to him
yet so meek a servant to everyone
else. Charlie had long ago left home
to get away from Da's illogical way of
life and to make something of himself
in the world.
Charlie does return home but only
after twenty years have gone by and

ferns

JACK'S MARKET

dinner menu

Munchies
Groceries And
Sandwiches To Go !

pomano en papillote
filet of sole, bonnie femme
btinde vinken
zu richer geschuetzeltes
saltim bocca alia romana
biff a ia lindstrom
shish taouk
chicken a la kiev
paella
chicken cordon bleu
veal cordon bleu
individual beef Wellington
Chinese twice cooked pork
coquilles st. Jacques
shrimp scampi
toumedoes variously
THE

ferns
52 Sanford St.
Fairfield, Ct.
259-3304
fine international foods
LUNCH AND DINNER SERVED • BYOB

8.95
6.50
5.95
5.50
8.50
5.75
7.95
4.95
9.50
4.95
7.95
10.95
5.25
8.25
10.50
10.95

then only to settle the family estate
now that Da has died. It is while he is
home that Charlie reminisces with
Da's ghost of both his and Da's past.
Da forces Charlie to realize that, like
it or not, a person's past is something that cannot be avoided.
The play is rich in the folklore and
humor of contemporary Irish culture.
The feelings that it conveys are of
the type that cannot be described
but can only be felt and experienced.
Superb contributing performances
are given by Ralph Williams, Tim
Choate, Lester Rawlins, Faith Catlin,
and Ruby Holbrook. But far and away
the most unusual aspect about this
play is the blend of past & present into a .rich tapestry of memories that is
constant in its theme of the homespun memories and experiences
upon which everyone's life is buil

Featuring:
Beer

714 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD 259-6384
Open 8 to 8 Mon thru Sat...8 to 6 On Sundays

Do You Need
Xerox Copies?
COPY COSTS AS LOW AS

5*
XeroqrapNca
XeroqrapNc*
Xefoqraphica

Brian Keith sits comfortably in
"Da" Role.

sAAiTHkR, ./WURES
NUTRITION CENTERS

BRICK WALK
1275 POST ROAD

10%
DISCOUNT
FAIRFIELD U. I.D.
HEALTH FOODS-VITAMINS

1275 Post Road
Fairtield. Connecticut 06430
203/255-4517
Housr: Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30

"In The Fairfield Brickwalk"

ADDRESSERS WANTED
IMMEDIATELY!
WORK AT HOME, NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY, EXCELLENT PAY

WRITE:

AMERICAN SERVICE
8350 PARK LANE
SUITE 127
DALLAS. TEXAS 75231
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Classified
Send Classifieds
To Box 1537 In
Care Of
The Mirror
ART student to letter a 15' sign for
seminar needed. Contact Ms. Rogge,
Student Services, 255-5411 ext.
2443 as soon as possible.
WINDOW washing, odd jobs, lifting
as needed. Car necessary. Wages
nego. Call Mrs. Weatherly 255-3569
HOUSEWORK, one day per week.
Will pickup up if no car. Call Mrs.
Stokes, 259-2750 $3. to start.
HOUSE sitter, & sitter for 9 yr old &
dog for coup who are photographers.
Beaut stud apt.turn,priv.entry in exch
for above serv. 10min off exit 42, Mt
Pkwy. Palmer/Kane Inc. 227-1477
PART time cashier, flex hrs. at Medi
Mart Post Rd. Westport, Call Denise
Libby 259-7837
;_
CLEAN house 1 afternoon per week.
Stay until 5:30. Call Mrs. Robert
Arndt, at night 259-0920 Southport
Locat. Must have references.
HELP needed with three little
children, ages, 2, 3, 4, 2:30-6:30 daily
to greet them home from school and
do light housekeeping. Call Mr.
Cutney 259-2969
PAPERS typed. Only $1 per page.
Come to NW 225 or write to Box
1760
BOOKKEEPER with acct. background to work 9-12 noon in Greenwich. Call Eli Santiago, VP' Commerical Financing, Int'l Paper Credit
Corp. 629-3025. Salary open.
WOODWORKING factory needs part
time help. $3.50 per hour. 10 hrs per
week. Apply in person to 48 Union St.
Stamford, Ct. 324-5338
DRIVER for car shuttle. Min wage.
Desk worker needed also $3.25 per
hr. Call Mr. Mai Spiegel, Thrifty RentA-Car. 333-2947
PART TIME work for office and home
cleaning service one or two mornings per week. $3.24 per hr. Call
Christine Man 259-6317
OVERSEE warehouse for ceramic
import company in Stamford, $3 per
hr. Call Ed Paul or Mrs. Annis
661-7997
LIGHT housekeeping and child care
M-F 2-5 pm. Two children. 7 & 14. $4
per hr. Call Diane Gallagher

MOTHER'S helper four afternoons
per week. Car necessary. Hours,
3:30-5:30 pm. Mrs. Edelstein

255-5590

5

WAITERS waitresses for new
downtown Bpt. pub. Call Ernie Mandanici. The Pub. 334-1933. Opening
Oct. 1.
HELP with housework one or two
mornings per week days flex. Must
have car. Home near Sguthport Harbor. Minimum wage. Mrs. O'Reilly

259-5652
TEACHER for YMCA in Darien for 4
yr. olds 9:15 to noon. $13 per day.
Call Dorothy Seton, home 655-4586,
office 655-8228
,
SERVICE station attendant and
supervisor for Exxon station on Merritt Pkwy behind GE Headquarters.
$3 per hr plus. Call Donald Hasson.
372-6454
COMPANION for 9 yr. old boy. M-F
3-6 pm. Call Mrs. Paul day-369-1500.
Eves 227-9020. Possibility of room
and board.
GENERAL restaurant work at Friendly Ice Cream in Westport. Flex hrs.
Call Steve Baby 227-1707
WRITE out homework assignments
for 17 yr old boy with learning
disability. 4 or 5 nights a week. Call
Mrs. John Berg, New Canaan
966-3801
.
LIGHT housekeeping once a week 3
or 4 hrs a day. Preferably Thurs or
Fri. Need own transportation. Call
Mrs. Zaino, Duck Farm Rd. 255-1235
BURGER King in Westport. Flex hrs.
between 10 am and 4 pm or nights, 7
pm to 11 pm. $3.25 per hr. Free meal
after work. Call Bob Roy 226-3436
TWO drivers needed 3 or 4 pm to
7:30 pm. Drivers license and good
record necessary. Call Jay Massey,
Columbia Med. Lab.'333-4188
WAITERS and waitresses for Stfd.
Friendly's hr. flex, must be avail
wknds. Above avg wages, uniforms
provided. Call for. interview, apt.

375-0060

d

BOYS with truck to move small piano
from one house to another. Call Mrs.
Schuppert 366-5391

259-3131
ROOM and board in exchange for
babysitting. Five nights per week.
Four children, twin babies. Car
necessary Call Mrs.. Lieberman,

255-6465
DESK clerk, Kings Hgwy Tennis Club.
Flex hours and eves. Time for
homework. Call Jeff 655-8769. Close
location to F.U.
REFERENCE librarian for Stamford
Library. $4.01 per hr. 25 hrs per
week. Call Ellen Barata 325-4354
MAINTENANCE work for beach fr in
Wstpt. Permanent position Sat &
Sun. $4. an hr. Must have transp. Call
Bruce Porter 226-7201 for more information check Card no PT52.
HOUSECLEANING one day per
week. Car necessary. Salary nego.
Call Mrs. Long 259-6388

HELP at Parsell's Garden Mart In
Ffld. and Wstpt 2-3 per day late afternoon. Sat & Sun 8 am-5:30 pm $3 per
hr. Apply in person.
BAND needed for Sat in May. Call
Mrs. Kozma office 255-6195 home

255-6640

.

JOBS open at Bamby Budget Bakery,
7445 Beechwood Ave, Bridgeport.
Apply in person weekdays.
ASSEMBLE eyeglass frames. 2 positions avail 3-7 $3 per hr. Optique
duMonde, Trum. Industrial Park. 45
Commerce Park, off Rt. 8, ext 11

375-1400
ODD jobs around house. Hours can
be on wknds. and afternoons. $3 per
hr. Call Mrs. Strong, Stillson Rd.
255-56,23
DINING room help 5-7:30 pm M-F
possibly on wknds if desired. $3.10
per hr. Private psychiatric Hospital.
Call Mr. Magee, Silver Hill foundation
966-3561 ext. 309
COUNTER person needed at Subway. Black Rock Area, wjjnds on Fri.
Sat. night 6 pm to 3 am. Call Carl
Mastrione 366-2111
KITCHEN and grill workers at Ship's
Lantern $4 per hr to start. Hours and
days flex. Call Nick or Mark at

227-0790
DATA entry position at Willis
Distributors, Bpt. will train. Male
preferrably eves. 5-10 pm. $2.91 until
after training.
STOCK work and counter help
suitable for male. Downtown Bpt.
Salary nego. Call Harold Levy. The
Newscorner 335-0206. See Card no
90 for more information.
SUPERVISE two kids, domestic help
and prepare dinner. Mon-Fri.
3:30-6:30. May be opening for two
jobs. Call Mr. Robert Vanech days

852-4999 eves, 384-9563
BUSBOYS and dishwashers at
Manero's Steak House in Westport.
Call Barbara Spencer or Mr. Ferris
227-1500

INSTRUCTORS for drum and banjo
for two children. Salary and times to
be discussed. Call Joan Kleros
227-7040
c

CUSTOM made plant hangers
(macrame) Your choice of color,
size, pattern. Contact Liz Box 32. or
Call 255-8977

HOSTESS and bus person for
Huckleberry's Restaurant in New Canaan. For possible hrs. see Card no
93. Must apply in person.
SALES clerk for Thorn McCann.
Trum. Shop. Mall. Reliability a must.
Hrs 10-2 or 5:30pm Salary plus comrnis. Apply in person to Mr. Warner or
Mr. DeLaurentis 372-9107 for appt.
SCHOOL bus drivers for Fairfield.
Must be 18 yrs or older. Will train.
6:30-9am; 1:30-4pm $4 per hr. Call^
John or Rosemary 255-4576
*
PART time office worker. Must type.
Half day can work around class
schedule. Mr. Corcoran 268-3122
STOCK boy for Ragtime, Circle Shopping Plaza, Ffld. 2 eves after class.
Some Sat $2.91 to start. Call Mrs.
McDonald.'255-0418
TWO boys to assist with building
patio. About 2 hrs work at $5 per hr.
Mr. Cannella 336-1190
'
ROOM and board in exchange for
child sitting for 8 yr old and some
very light housekeeping. Call Peter
Boylan, 259-7180
YARD work for 2 students Sat and/or
Sun. $4 per hr. Call Bruce Porter,

THREE hrs week. Light housekeeping. Need transportation. Preferably
Thurs or Fri. Contact Eileen O'Hara
319 Bennett St. 374-8809
CUSTOMIZED calligraphy. You name
it. I'll letter it, Prices avail on request.
Contact Eileen 255-6886 Box 1311

226-7201
TWO boys work from now until Dec
for Lawn Maintenance Service. $4
per hr. Must operate Locke Mower.
Call Mr. Swenn 255-2714
SINGING waiters and'waitresses
needed at T.J. Moran's in Westport.
$2.91 plus tips. All hrs open between
11 am and closing. Call T.J. Moran
227-5050
_^_
EDUCATIONAL Dir. Inc. needs models for charac in filmstrip on nutrition for High school. Overweight"
male in early 20's overweight frosh
girl $5hr. Mr. Joe Urciuolo 227-1241
TYPIST for students, term papers,
etc. experienced, reasonable rates.
Please call Mrs. Esteves, 335-6313
GENERAL restaurant work for Kentucky Fried Chicken Wesport. $2.91
beginning salary. CaLI 255-3044

HELP for snack bar and work on the
con course. Call Randy, Gen. Mgr.
Circle Lanes. 255-0408
YARD work for Ffld. people. Call Mrs.
Krasnow. 255-6461 aft 5 pm. Hours
and wages to be discussed.
PART time secretary, bookkeeping
general ledger Sal. nego. Call Mr.
Giordano. CPA Ffld. 255-1830
LANDSCAPING asst. for D.J. Anderson Landscaping. Call Mike Hohlen
259-6613. Hrs preferably from 12
noon on. Mon-Fri. and/or wknds.
$3.50 per hr.
GREENFIELD cleaners Mon 10-4
pm. Fri. 10-4 pm. flex within those
hrs. Call 259-5748 ask for Kosta
STOCK person for Henry's Men's
Shop mornings 9-1 or 2pm. $3 per hr
to start. Call Mr. Baruch 259-5841 or

259-6907
RETAIL sales help for "Tennis
Things" in Wesport. Sat 10-4 pm.
Salary nego. Call Barbara 226-4860
URGENT handyman carpenter needed for remodeling basement. Can be
done nights weekends or by more
than 1 person. Call Nancy Horton
days 255-3425 or eves 372-0749
LAWN service asst. needed for
Stanley Prackup Town Service. $4
per hr. Call aft 5 pm 259-6951 or

259-1839
CUSTOMER service for Friendly's at
Brookside. Above avg. wages. Hrs. 6
am-noon of 6-11:30 pm. Call Mr.
Falcone 374-4666; *\'\ no>
CONFERENCE aids for Center for
Finan. Studies (on campers). Split
shifts avail M-F. Call or see Mr. Landry 259-3303 sched. and Maintain
setups for confer, meet, dinners etc.

\

soft drinks at big savings!

STORES INDV. OWNED
• FAIRFIELD CENTER, FFLD.
• 1086 BROAD ST., B'PORT
• 1282 STATE ST., B'PORT
• W00LC0 CNTR., ORANGE
• CALD0R CNTR., DERBY
• POST RD. & RT. 77. GUILFORD

255-2613 or 255-3367
HELP run a children's museum Tues.
Wed. or Fri. 9:30 to 2 pm at Teachers
Center, part of F.U. Call Bena
Kallich, 255-5411 Ext. 2692
DAY care center needs help for
children 6-11. Hours 1-6:30 pm or
3-6:30 pm. Prefer Males. Call Mrs.
Hotchkiss, Ridgefield Day Care
Center. 438-0802
SOCCER coaches needed for after
school programs at Trumbull YMCA.
Call Duane German 261-2566
GENERAL helper: oper a machine,
pickup and deliver. Clean drivers
license, fair am't of strength Contact
Mr. Zimmer Photoblue, Main St. Bpt.
335-1194
ROOM and board plus salary in exchange for babysitting.- Car
necessary. Call Mrs. Hplbrook

WAITRESSES for Aspetuck Valley
Country Club, Old Redding Rd.
Wejston. Hrs. days flex, experience
preferred, $4-$5 per hr. call
333-4580

WINE & LIQUOR SALE
THESE PRICES ARE BASED ON A
MINIMUM PURCHASE OF $60 OR A
MIXED CASE OF THE SAME SIZE
• 750ML CLAN MACGREG0R 80°
• 1.75L DEWARS WHITE LABEL 86.8°
• 11 KING WILLIAM SCOTCH 80°
• 1.75L VAT 69 SCOTCH 80°
• QT. O.F.C. CANADIAN 86.8°.
• 1.75L SCHENLEY GIN 90°
• QT. GORDON VODKA 80°
• 1.75L SEAGRAM 7 80°
• QT. WINDSOR CANADIAN 80°
• 1.75L GILBEY VODKA 80°
• Vi GAL. BLACK & WHITE SCOTCH 80°
• QT. BELLOWS GIN 80°
• 4L ALMADEN MT. WINES 12%
• 1.5L ALMADEN MT. WINES 12%
• 3L PARMA R0SSA
• 750ML ALMADEN CABERNET 12%

[

AMARETTO
SERLIN 500
4.85 Quart

$

$ 4.83
$17.01
$ 6.20
$11.25
$ 7.21
$ 9.59
$ 4.50
$11.70
$ 5.94
$ 8.46
$15.30
$ 4.50
$ 7.13
$ 3.65
$ 3.80
$ 3.53

]

KEG BEER IN STOCK I
NOT RESP. FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

if^

255-2328

KIRSCHSODA
— MIX AND MATCH —
FRUIT FLAVORS, DIET FLAVORS

MIXERS
28oz. RETURNABLE BOTTLES
$

3.22/Case - $1.80 Deposit

1342 Kings Hwy. Cut-Off, Fairfield (Opp. Carvel)

SUPREME SPORTS
ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR • SPORTING GOODS

FREE STRINGING

ON ANY TENNIS RAQUET PURCHASED
TENNIS BALLS
Always $2.50/Can
NEW BALANCE 320
MENS & WOMEN'S RUNNING SHOES
REG $34.50
Now$19.95
NIKE ELITES

REG $33.95 .■■■■■■ Now $27.95
PONY LUV-SET LADIES TENNIS SHOES
REG $36.95
Now $24.95
HOODED SWEAT SHIRTS With Zipper Front.. '10.50
$
SWEAT PANTS
5.95

20 REEF ROAD,
FAIRFIELD, CONNNNECTIGUT

259-1291
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Bucs vs. Birds
Fall Classic
By Patrick Reap
I've just finished watching Doug
DeCinces' defensive gem Saturday
against the Angels single handedly
turn a close 3-0 game into an 8-0
blowout, Punching the Baltimore
Orioles inti. a 1971 World Series
rematch witn the Pittsburgh Pirates.
The Birds ran oway from the likes of
Milwaukee, Boston and the everpresent New York Yankees in the best
division in baseball, while the Bucs
needed the last day of the season to
clinch the N.L. East crown. Both
teams were impressive indisposing
of California and Cincinnatti in the
divisional playoffs, and now comes
the time to flip a coin and predict the
first non-Yankee world champions
since the Bicentennial.
Baltimore manager Earl Weaver
has already stated that the 1979 version of the Birds is the best he's had,
which should carry a lot of weight
considering Weavers Birds made
three consecutive World Series appearances in 1969-71. The strength
of this ballclub is outstanding pitching, the power hitting of Ken Singleton, Eddie Murray and Lee May,
and a deep, clutch bench.
The Pirates finished second over-

all in team hitting in the National
League, and were third in team pitching. Their number eight hitter, Phil
Garner carries a lofty .294 batting
average. Needless to say, the Bucs
are a run-producing machine, with
four respectable starters, and one of
the best relievers in the league in
Kent Tekulve. Here's ar look at the
team's starting lineups:
Pittsburgh obviously owns an advantage with the bat, but most short
series in head-to-head competition
are decided by pitching. Baltimore
has the probable 1979 Cy Young
Award winner in Mike Flannagan
(23-9) and three-time Cy Young winner Jim Palmer in the same rotation.
This series should be Pittsburgh's
strength (hitting) against the Orioles
strength (pitching).
] look for the Pirates to make this
World Series truly a 1971 repeat:
with the Bucs taking the series in
seven games. The veteran Pirates
are without a weakness and have
been playing pressure baseball since
August. The young Orioles coasted
through September, haven't been
under the intense pressure, can and
will be taken. Don't quote me on it
though. .. .unless I'M right!

Athlete Of
The Week
By Chris Byrd
The Fairfield football club is now
1-3, a record, that certainly is not a
source of pride. But any team, no
matter how poorly they play, must
have have some bright spots, some
hope to sustain them. If not, it would
be easier to throw away their pads
and forget that they ever were. At
present, fullback Bobby Meyers is a
major source of hope that puts the
Stags on the field week after week. In
last Monday's loss to Norwalk Community College 22-18, Meyers ran for
128 yards on ten carries and scored
two touchdowns. One was a 74 yard
kickoff return; the other was a 73
yard run for scrimmage. For these
accomplishments, he has been named Athlete of the week.
Possessing a self-confidence that
enables him to run for 74 yard
touchdowns, the sophomore transfer

student from Maine had these words
about the honor, "I was suprised. I
didn't think a football player would
get picked because the Mirror hasn't
picked one yet."
A home-grown product (having
played his high school ball at Fairfield Prep), Meyers was asked why
he was doing so well of late. He
replied, "Excellent blocking. From
guard to. guard, there blowing out
holes for me. Meyers, who plays
alongside his brother Tommy was
questioned if there was any rivalry
between the two. He answered, "No.
We played in the same backfield at
the Prep."
The native has returned and with a
flourish. Hopefully his stunning performances will elevate those of his
teamates and lift the Stags from the
depths of obscurity to the legions of
respectability.

Ruggers Roll Over Downstate
By Ken Ditta
Fairfield went down to Rockaway
Saturday to prove that they were a
much better team than the scores of
late have indicated and did they ever
prove it! The "Red Ruggers" A side
outplayed Downstate Rugby Club in
every aspect of the game. For the
first time this season the A side
played at full strength. Rob King,
Mike Crowley and Captain Rick Flynn
all returned to action after missing
games due to various injuries. King
and Crowley, even though neither
could run 100% solidified the Fairfield backs while Flynn added his experience and talent to the scrum.
Fairfield dominated the play
enroute to a 32-9 victory. The "Red

backs. Best game of the year for the
A side!
The B's played a much bigger and
more experienced Rockaway A side
and lost a very physical game 20-0.
The B team will lick their wounds and
come back strong next week.
The C side lost a tough game to
Rockaways B's 12-4 in another brutally physical game. Joe Herman
scored the try for Fairfield while
several players saw double duty in
this game. Note: In the running for
"Buddy" pass of the year, Crowley
took an early lead when John Guerin
saw visions of the hospital before he
ever saw Med school!
This Saturday Fairfield plays the
tough Conn. Yankees, so bring your
parents and come on out!

Drop Three Of Four
By Richard Pratt
The Fairfiled University Soccer
team suffered through a disastrous
week which saw them lose three out
of four contest. The Stags opened
the week by losing to St. John's 7-0
before rebounding to down Pace 3-1.
The Stags then took to the road only
to absorb losses at Hartford and
New Haven by scores of 4-1 and 8-0
respectively.
Last Monday's game with St.
John's was a nightmare that Fairfield
would just as soon forget about completely. The heavy rains which fell
throughout the game turned the field
into a quagmire shortly after the
opening kickoff. St. John's, obviously, proved its superiority in handling
the flood-like conditions as they held
a 3-0 lead after the first half of play.
Fairfield coach Jim Kuhlmann removed several of his starters for the
second half but the substitutes fared
no better than their predecessors as
St. John's ran the score to 7-0. St.
John's speedy forwards were able to
outrace their Fairfield counterparts,
in a game where passing was
basically non-existent due to the field
conditions, and somehow get shots
off on helpless Stag goalies Dave
Weber and Tom Mattara. In short?
most of Fairfield's shots were stopping in puddles while a large number
of their opponents shots were coming to rest in the Stag goal cage.
After a one day postponement,
Fairfield next battled Pace College.
The Stags again played poorly but
were still able to gain a 3-1 victory

over a weak Pace team. Fairfield
kept the ball in the Pace and for
much of the afternoon but was able
to do relatively little in the way of
converting opportunities into goals.
Many Stags missed easy chances in
front of an often bewildered Pace
goalie as a team wide lack of concentration prevailed.
Fairfield's scoring came from the
sophomore trio of Kevin O'Connell,
Mark Longwell, and Paul O'Leary,
each of whom netted a goal. O'Connell opened the scoring in the initial
half as he headed home a pretty
crossing pass from Vin Ingato to give
the Stags a 1-0 edge. Next, Longwell
fired a blast into the Pace net to cap
a fine individual effort which saw
Longwell gain control of the ball and
elude several Pace defenders before
registering the second Fairfield goal.
Pace managed to tally shortly
before half-time as a slight defensive
lapse by the Stags allowed a Pace
forward to slip through an opening up
the middle and let go a shot which
Stag netminder Dave Weber was
unable to save.
The second half saw the Stags
continue their lackluster play in front
of the Pace cage until O'Leary was
able to convert another sharp pass
from Ingato. Upon spotting O'Leary
in front, Ingato sent a crossing pass
which O'Leary managed to head into
the Pace goal giving F.U. a 3-1 lead.
The game ended amidst flaring
tempers as both teams were frustrated with themselves. Longwell
crashed violently into a Pace forward
who responded with flailing fists.

More pushing and shoving occured
until cooler heads prevailed.
Foreign fields proved very unfriendly to the Stags as they first
visited Hartford on Saturday, followed by a trip to New Haven on Monday. Hartford netted two quick first
half goals before Fairfield's Ed
Brandecker registered a tally to cut
Hartford's lead in half, 2-1. The score
remained the same for most of the
affair before Hartford scored two
late goals to ice the contest at 4-1.
If the St. John's game was a nightmare, then the New Haven contest
was a true-to-life disaster. The Stags
did virtually nothing right-and were
pummeled 8-0. All that can be said
about the game is best expressed by
coach Kuhlmann, "We refused to
play together, which is the only way
we can win. We lost our composure
and became a greedy group of individuals rather than a team."
The Stags attempted to reverse
their fortunes on Wednesday at
home against Manhattanville. Their
next encounter is Saturday' here
against Central Connecticut.

Strike up
some
savings.

PATERSON'S
TYPEWRITER REPAIR SERVICE

§
§
•
•
•
•
•

presents
new easy care looks
for fall, featuring our
precision haircutting,
custom perming and
exciting highlighting

Ruggers" broke out to a quick lead
when Chris Moore took a pass and
stormed into the end zone only twenty seconds after the opening kick-off.
Moore wasn't done yet. He scored
two more trys, kicked three extra
points and two penalty kicks for an
unbelievable one-man total of 24
points! The Fairfield scrum dominated play so completely that Joe
Herman and Jimmy Dean had the
ball more than the whole Downstate
backfield. Strong games were again
turned in by Don Robinson and John
Walsh. The backs got into the scoring too with Kevin Barrasso making a
stunning 25 yard run for a try and
Mike Crowley scoring off a beautiful
feed by Rob King. Johnny Guerin
also turned in a fine game for the

Stag Kickers

|
§

Hair Explosion
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When Your Typewriter Needs Repair We're
The Ones To Soive The Problem.
We Repair All Makes Of Typewriters
We Have A Complete Line Of Ribbons
We Also Stock Asst. SCM Cartridge Ribbons
Sales Service & Supply On Pocket Calculators
Student Discount To F.U. Students
1976 Post Road, Across From Devon's Donuts
255-2430

^x^>

CALL 259-5550
TUES.SAT.

1342 KINGS HIGHWAY CUTOFF
TRAFFIC CIRCLE, FAIRFIELD
(Opp. Carvel's)

RESEARCH
PAPERS

9T0 5
THURS. NIGHTS

Ccw/d<

<8>

ICE CREAM STORE
NO. 1210

10,250 on File — All Academic Subjects

LOOK YOUR BEST IN'79

BARBER SERVILLE
1426 POST ROAD

259-3893

Send $1.00 for your up-to-date, 306-page mail order catalog.

ACADEMIC RESEARCH

BUY 1 GET 1 FREE
ALL SOFT SERVE SUNDAES
ANY NIGHT MON.-FRI. 7-10 P.M.
WITH F.U. I.D.
562 Post IW. (located In Traffic Clrcte)
259-7481

Take stock in America.
Buy US. Savings Bonds.

P.O. BOX 24873
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024

PHARMACY

FREE
DELIVERY

NAME
ADDRESS

Phone 367-7729

CITY
STATE

Stolfoofi

^ZIP_

2145 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield, Connecitcut
Gus Hatzis, B.S.. Reg. Pharm., Mgr.
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Football Club Routs M.I.T., 19-7
By Jim Pascarella

Tom Myers frustrates M.I.T. defender after 63 yard punt return for a touchdown in Saturday's 19-7 victory.
(Patty Lanza Photo)

MIRROR

SPORTS

The Fairfield University Football
Club rebounded from a disappointing
loss to Norwalk Community College
last Monday afternoon 22-18, by
devestating M.I.T. in their first home
game, 19-7.
The loss to Norwalk was a
shocker. The Stags accumulated
over 320 yards of total offense, while
holding Norwalk to 170 yards. The
game was played under heavy rains,
therefore nullifying Fairfield's advantages of speed and quickness. Bobby
Myers scored two Stag touchdowns,
one on a 74 yard kickoff return, the
other.with a 73 yard dash from scrimmage. He ended the day with 128
yards rushing.
After a few days of practice, Fairfield clobbered M.I.T. on a nice sunny
afternoon last Saturday. Fairfield
was in control of the contest from the
middle of the first quarter. Halfback
Tom Myers opened the scoring with
a seven yard run, giving Fairfield a
6-0 lead. Tom gained 83 yards on the
day, adding to the 138 he gained
against Norwalk, for an impressive
one week total.
Tom was not finished for the day,
either. In the middle of the second
quarter, Myers fielded a punt and
promptly returned it 63 yards, for the
squad's second tally, boosting Fairfield's lead to 12-0 at the half.
The Stags added their final touchdown of the game on a brillant" 15
yard Craig Leach to Ron Kilmartin
pass! James DuBrava added the extra-point to give Fairfield a 19-0 lead.
Coach Fran Lynch utilized the en-

tire squad throughout the fourth
quarter, enabling everybody to see
some action.
M.I.T. showed tremendous poise
late in the game as they marched
downfield and scored their only
touchdown on the last play from
scrimmage.
Fairfield's defense deserves a
tremendous amount of credit for its
two performances last week. In the
M.I.T. game alone, linebacker Tom
Rice and tackle Tom Ponte combined
for 33 tackles. Joe Whitlark also had
an outstanding game with a dozen
tackles.
There are many areas of the team
that deserve credit after last week's '
performances, including the offensive line. Center Mike McGuinnes,
guards Ted Tyma and John Ponte,
and tackles Clarence Kehoe and
Jack Bartko blew open tremendous
holes, as Fairfield's running game
came alive.
A special note can be made for
fullback Bob Myers. In two games he
romped for 205 yard in only 25 carriers, giving him over eight yards a
carry. Craig Leach enjoyed a good
afternoon last Saturday, going 8 for
15 for 63 yards and a touchdown.
One last honor can be bestowed
upon co-captain Mike Baranowski,
who intercepted the first pass of his
Fairfield career on Saturday, setting
up the Stags' second touchdown.
Fairfield takes its momentum on
the road next week against Roger
Williams College in Rhode Island.
They will return for a home Sunday
night game against Manhatteri during Harvest weekend.

Women's Field
Hockey Defeats
Barrington
By Donna Miller

First baseman (23) Fred Dana and second baseman (8) Joe DeVellis catch and eventually pull out Eastern Connecticut runner in Sunday's
first game of doubleheader.
(Beth Haugh Photo)

After two weeks of seasonal play
the womens field hockey record
stands at 2-1. The co-captains this
year are Mary T. Brown and Carol
Tarkorwski. Their opening game was
an impressive shut-out victory over
Drew University. Fairfields offensive
attack was well paced with 19 shots
at the goal and a outstanding 4 goal
scoring effort by Carol Tarkowski.
Tarkowski received strong offensive
assistance from Nancy Whelan and
Eileen Noonan. The shut-out performance was supported by a strong
defensive effort by all.
Tuesday the team suffered their
first loss to C.W. Post, but came back
Saturday with a 3-2 win over Barrington College^ Saturdays game got
off to a quick start with an early goal
by Carmen Cotto. The first half was
highlighted by Nancy Whelan's two
goals. In the second half Barrington
came back with two goals, but a
strong overall defensive effort,
especially by Meg Devancy, Peggy
Kiely, Peggy Somers and goalie,
Mary Carrington, brought Fairfield
their second win. The teams next
game is tuesday against Manhattanville.

Stags Split
Twinbills

By Patrick Reap
Despite a dreadful stretch of 18
unearned runs in three games, Fairfield split a pair of doubleheaders
this weekend against Eastern Connecticut and Fordham. The squad
ended their fall campaign Tuesday,
against New Haven, assured of a
winning season. Monday's split with
Fordham left the Stags with a respectable 11-9 mark for the past
month. Last fall, the ballclub ended
with a 10-10 record.
Last Sunday, Eastern Connecticut
visited Fairfield for yet another
doubleheader. Jim Kening took the
mound for the Stags, and despite giving up eleven walks in six innings, he
was only scarred for three runs.
The team battled back in the bottom of the seventh to knot the game
at three apiece. Freshman righthander Keith DeMato relieved Rich
Pratt in the ninth inning, retiring the

final batter only after Eastern Connecticut had gone ahead 4-3. In the
bottom half of the inning, the Stags
wasted no time in chalking up their
tenth victory. Joe DeVellis walked
and Dave Rosenfeld parked a home
run into deep right field to give the
Stags the 5-4 win.
"Our defense was like... a pinball
machine out there today," remarked
reliever Rich Pratt after mopping up
in the nightcap of the 7-3 loss to
E.Conn. Six Stag errors were responsible for all seven unearned runs,
with Ron Throupe getting the loss.
The small crowd at the baseball field
saw one of the squad's worst defensive efforts, but fhose who came
back the next day would see one
even worse.
On Columbus Day against Fordham, the Stags discovered . . how
to allow a dozen unearned runs in
another twinbill. In the opener, Larry

Eileen Noonan advances ball upfield Saturday against Barrington College. Stagettes Peggy Kiley (far left)
turned in a superb defensive effort, while Nancy Whelan (far right) scored two first half goals.
(Sue McGowan Photo)
Bossidy upped his record to 3-0, as
Fairfield displayed clutch hitting in
the late innings again. The Stags
found themselves on the short end of
a 3-1 score in the bottom of the
seventh, but loaded the bases and
came within a run at 3-2. Outfielder
Sean Brophy fouled off five pitches
to fight his way onto first with a walk,

tying the game at three. Catcher
Pete Ciardiello rifled a clutch single
to give the Stags another come-frombehind win, 4-3.
The Stags opened the second
game quickly with freshman centerfielder Billy Albino walking, stealing
second, advancing to third on a
fielders choice, and scoring on a

ground out by Fred Dana. However,
it was all downhill from there, with
Fairfield committing eight errors en
route to a 9-1 shellacking. Dave
Rosenfeld went 4% inning, and saw
eight unearned runs come across
the plate. Freshman Kevin Quinn
was effective in the final 2Va, giving
up a solo homerun in the sixth.

